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Address SPSIstem srl 
Via Della Meccanica 3/B 
37139 Verona

Country Italy

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Thanks to high technology standards and a really qualified staff SPS istem srl nowadays produces 20MWp of high efficiency modules pro year.

Our main ranges are the following:

STANDARD RANGE ( tolerance ±2% )

50 CELLS MODULES, mm.834x1644, 185,190,195,200Wp; 
60 CELLS MODULES, mm.992x1644, 220,230,235,240Wp

PLUS RANGE ( tolerance -0/+5% ) 
A Plus version of all our 50 and 60 cells standard modules has been recently introduced to enlarge our main series.

Aluminum frame is available in silver and black finishing both for standard and plus range.

In addition to these series we have a RANGE FOR STAND-ALONE APPLICATIONS that goes from 5Wp to 140Wp.

A brand new series is our SPS-TermSer, a range studied and designed for greenhouses. These modules are made of a transparent backsheet instead
of the traditional white one to allow light filtering.

From October 2009 we introduced a new system studied to substitute roofing tiles: the BlackGhost. Thanks to the black backsheet and to its particular
design our BlackGhost system is an elegant alternative to traditional roofing that allows producing electrity while maintaing a perfect waterproof roofing
system.
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